
Interior Blinds Services

Interior Blinds
Ron Burns Blinds manufactures all your indoor blinds, from our South Australian factory. In
addition to the many internal blinds products we sell, we also maintain a large range of
spare parts for your indoor blinds, curtains, motors and drapes and our friendly, helpful staff
are only too willing to find that odd part for you.

Roller Blinds
Factory Direct Blinds made in our South Australian Factory Ron Burns Blinds Roller Blinds are
designed to harmonise with the decorative style in any room. They’re available in many
different trims and fabrics ideal for either contemporary or traditional aesthetics. Roller
blinds are a smart, inexpensive solution for any window, and offer a high level of privacy
with top quality materials in plain or self-patterned styles.

KEEP COOL STAY WARM. Our wide range of materials, prove a great insulation for your
home during both summer and winter. Range of fabrics that are energy saving and cut the
glare out which provides protection from fading of furnishing and carpet. There are two
choices of operation available – spring operated, which has been used over many years.

Panel Glides
For a fresh, innovative way to furnish your windows then consider panel glides for a
sophisticated alternative.
Panel glides are designed for versatility and perfectly suit sliding doors and windows, and
can act as room dividers.
Available in block out and translucent fabrics designed to achieve privacy or to assist in light
control.
When designed with larger panels, this practical system creates an effective stylish approach
to furnishing your windows or room.

Roman Blinds
Roman blinds provide a contemporary, elegant and sophisticated style to enhance any
interior space.
Available in light filtering, blockout and sunscreen fabrics, and designed with clean
horizontal folds that stack neatly to add a distinctive touch to any room.
Romans can be operated by chain, cord & cord lock. There is a wide range of colours and
materials to suit all homes.

Timber Venetian Blinds
Timber venetians are a refreshing and natural alternative to enhance both modern and
traditional windows. These blinds are hand-crafted from selected Western Red Cedar
timbers.
Available in different shades of timber, choose an oiled, stained, lacquered or painted finish.
They come in two widths of slats 38mm and 46mm with heavy-duty head rail and
components to support the weight of Western Red Cedar.
All blinds are made to measure to exacting standards by skilled trades people and all
workmanship and components are guaranteed.



Synthetic Wood Blinds
Synthetic woods are a great alternative to natural wood. Synthetic woods are low
maintenance and great for high humidity areas, such as bathrooms and kitchens. The slats
are washable, fade resistant and made in a 50mm or 63mmwide slat.
Synthetic woods come in Classic wood and Vision wood.

Venetian Blinds
Ron Burns Blinds Slimline (25mm) Venetian and Micro Venetian (16mm) are made of thick
high tensile aluminium. The result is a unique combination of window decorating, combining
style with function. The Slimline Venetian allows you to control the amount of direct sunlight
entering the room.
Both styles of Venetian Blind are available in a large range of fashionable colours to suit the
modern decor. Change the look of any room in your home with splashes of colour to make a
bold fashion statement. The modern Venetian Blind won’t obscure your view. Made with a
narrow profile and compact finish, and displaying a minimal stack height when raised.

Sunscreen Roller Blinds
Sunscreen Roller Blinds offers privacy during the day and are ideal for large picture windows
when you wish to retain your view but ensure your privacy at the same time.
Sunscreen Roller Blinds are available in an exciting range of sunscreen fabrics made with
either fibreglass or polyester coated finish.
The innovative technology of sunscreen fabrics result in a quality product that works
effectively against the harsh Australian climate by reducing the glare and intensity from the
sun. The fabrics come in varying degrees of openness ranging from 3%-15% allowing you to
choose the level of light you wish to enter the room. Furthermore, these fabrics will reduce
UV radiation by up to 95%.
The Sunscreen Roller Blind is an environmentally conscious product (lowest available
petrochemicals) that will enhance the look and feel of your home. (and greatly reduced
chemical smell)

Vertical Blinds
Ron Burns Blinds vertical drapes are an elegant and stylish option – a practical choice for
sliding doors, sloping doors and angled windows. They have the appearance of a drape but
operate like a blind, giving you the best of both.
With many different colours and textures they will enhance your home décor.
Available in 127mm and 100mm and 89mm and 63mm wide blades, and optioned with or
without chains on the bottom weights. They can be upgraded with smart looking pelmets.
Verticals come with a standard wand control to make operating much easier and provide all
important child safety. New vibrant and stylish materials are available that are energy saving
and provide a more modern, fashionable look to the blind and your home.
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